Let H 2 denote the usual Hardy class of functions holomorphic in the unit disk. Let M denote a closed, invariant subspace of H 2 . The theory of such subspaces is well known ; every such M has the form M -<j)H 2 , where 0£iJ 2 is an inner function, <p -BsA, with 
Here B n is the partial product of B with zeros ai, • • • , a n~i . The fact that VB is unitary is a consequence of the simple and well-known fact that the functions h n (z) = (1 -| a n \ 2 ) ll2 B n {z)/{\-a n z) form an orthonormal basis of (BH 2 ) 1 -. and an operator K which is easily seen to be of Hilbert-Schmidt class:
Thus, if u is continuous in |z| :gl, T u = u(M)+K', where K' is compact. From this it is easy to determine the spectrum of T (cf. Moeller [4] ) and of certain functions of T (cf. Foias-Mlak [3] We close by noting that some close analogs to Theorems 1 and 2 above were discovered independently by T. L. Kriete, III.
